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We obtain absorption probabilities and expected time until absorption for different stopping 
strategies in gambler’s ruin problem using the concept of multiple function barriers. 
 






In gambler’s ruin problem a well known stopping strategy is: go on until ruin or reaching a predefined 
boundary. In this paper we use a more flexible concept: a player may stop in a set of predefined barriers. 
We use the concept of a multiple function barrier (mfb) to model our stopping strategies. In a mfb there is 
a positive probability s that the player will immediately stop the game and probabilities p(1-s) and q(1-s) 
that the player will go one step forward or backward (p+q=1). In all other states (except the absorption 
barrier 0) the player will go one step forward or backward with probabilities p and q. 
We consider three players, A,B and C, with different stopping strategies. All players start with initial 
capital ݅଴ and their bet is always one unit of capital. Arriving at state 0 will always give immediate 
absorption in that state: ruin has happened.  ܯ஺ = {݇݅଴|݇ ≥ 1}  is the set of multiple function barriers for 
player A. We notice that player A will stop at the very beginning of the game with probability s. 
Player B has the same strategy as player A, except at time 0; the state ݅଴ is a delayed multiple function 
barrier for t>0. At t=0 it is a normal state (player B will always start the game, player A is a fictive player 
which is easier to analyze and there is a simple relationship between A and B). 
Player C is more risk seeking than B: mfb’s are  ܯ஼ = {݇݅଴|݇ ≥ 2};  ݅଴ is a normal state, also for t>0. 
In the appendix we consider the special cases s=0 and s=1. 
  
 
2. Expected number of arrivals before absorption 
 
We define: 
                           ݌௜௝
(௡)=P(system is in state j after n steps without absorption | start in i). 
The moment generating function for player X: 
                           ௝ܺ = ܺ௜బ,௝(ݖ) = ∑ ݌௜బ,௝(௠)ݖ௠    (0 < ݖ ≤ 1).∞௠ୀ଴        
               ߱ = ௣
௤
 
In the main text we suppose 0<s<1. 





The moment generating functions U for player A on the set {݇݅଴| ݇ ≥ 0} are: 
 
CASE [0<z<1]:   ܷ଴ = ܷ଴(ݖ,߱, ݏ) = ߱ି௜బ߮ଶ 
 
    ܷ௞௜బ = ܷ௞௜బ(ݖ,߱, ݏ) = (ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ)ఝమೖ௤(ଵି௦)௭(ఛమିఛభ)ఠ೔బ    (݇ ≥ 1) 
 
where ߮ଵ,߮ଶ are solutions of  ߮ଶ − ߠ߮ + ߱௜బ = 0    (߮ଵ > 1 > ߮ଶ > 0) 
     ߠ = ߠ(ݖ,߱, ݏ) = ഓమ೔బషഓభ೔బభషೞ ିଶ௣௭(ఛమ೔బషభିఛభ೔బషభ)
௤௭(ఛమିఛభ)  
 
and ߬ଵ, ߬ଶ are solutions of  ݍݖ߬ଶ − ߬ + ݌ݖ = 0  (߬ଵ > 1 > ߬ଶ > 0) 
 
CASE [z=1 and ߱ ≠ 1]   ߬ଵ = max(1,߱) , ߬ଶ = min (1,߱). 
 
CASE  [z=1 and ߱ = 1]  ܷ଴ = ܷ଴(1,1, ݏ) = ߮ଶ   
 
                                                     ܷ௞௜బ = ܷ௞௜బ(1,1, ݏ) = ଶ௜బఝమೖଵି௦    (݇ ≥ 1)  
 
 ߮ଶ − ߠ߮ + 1 = 0    (߮ଵ > 1 > ߮ଶ > 0) 
 
    ߠ = ߠ(1,1, ݏ) = 2 ቀ ௜బ
ଵି௦




We prove the results of  CASE [0<z<1] in 5 steps: 
 
Step 1 
We determine the structure of the random walk between the multiple function barriers: 




ܷ௞௜బା௡ିଵ + ݍݖܷ௞௜బା௡ାଵ 
 
where at first glance ݇ ≥ 0,     ݊ = 2,3, … , ݅଴ − 2, but n=1 and n=݅଴ − 1 also satisfy the pattern. 
 
We get:    ܷ௞௜బା௡ = ܽ௞ାଵ߬ଵ௡ + ܾ௞ାଵ߬ଶ௡       (݇ ≥ 0,     ݊ = 1,2, … , ݅଴ − 1) 
 




We express the constants of step 1 in the U values of the mfb’s. 
On the interval [݇݅଴, (݇+1)݅଴]  ,݇ ≥ 1  we have  
ܷ௞௜బାଵ = ݌(1 − ݏ)ݖܷ௞௜బ + ݍݖܷ௞௜బାଶ 
                                                       (ܷ௞ାଵ)௜బିଵ = ݌ݖ (ܷ௞ାଵ)௜బିଶ + ݍ(1 − ݏ)ݖ (ܷ௞ାଵ)௜బ 
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Focussing on the mfb in ݇݅଴ we get: 
ܷ௞௜బ = ݌ݖܷ௞௜బିଵ + ݍݖܷ௞௜బାଵ     (݇ > 1) 
and after some calculation: 
  (ܷ௞ାଵ)௜బ − ߠܷ௞௜బ + ߱௜బ (ܷ௞ିଵ)௜బ = 0  (݇ > 1)    
 
where     ߠ = ߠ(ݖ,߱, ݏ) = ഓమ೔బషഓభ೔బభషೞ ିଶ௣௭(ఛమ೔బషభିఛభ೔బషభ)
௤௭(ఛమିఛభ)  
 
and ߬ଵ, ߬ଶ are solutions of  ݍݖ߬ଶ − ߬ + ݌ݖ = 0  (߬ଵ > 1 > ߬ଶ > 0) 
 
So we have:   ܷ௞௜బ = ܥଶ߮ଶ௞    (݇ ≥ 1),  
where ߮ଵ,߮ଶ are solutions of  ߮ଶ − ߠ߮ + ߱௜బ = 0    (߮ଵ > 1 > ߮ଶ > 0) 
We remark that the last equation includes k=1 because ௜ܷబ satisfies the pattern. 
 
Step 4 
Our focus is now the interval [0, ݅଴].                                                                                                                                              
                                                          ଵܷ = ݍݖܷଶ 
௜ܷబିଵ = ݌ݖ ௜ܷబିଶ + ݍݖ(1 − ݏ) ௜ܷబ 
 






Using ܷ଴ = ݍݖ ଵܷ we get:     (߬ଶ௜బ − ߬ଵ௜బ) ܷ଴ =  ݍ(1 − ݏ)ݖ(߬ଶ − ߬ଵ) ௜ܷబ 
 
Step 5 
The last step uses the starting point: 
      ௜ܷబ = 1 + ݌ݖ ௜ܷబିଵ + ݍݖ ௜ܷబାଵ      
and after some calculation, using the preceding steps, we get:                                                                                             
 
    ܷ௞௜బ = (ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ)ఝమೖ௤(ଵି௦)௭(ఛమିఛభ)ఠ೔బ    (݇ ≥ 1)  
 
                                                          ܷ଴ = ߱ି௜బ߮ଶ 
 
 
CASE [z=1 and ߱ ≠ 1] 
We can follow the 5 steps above, the only difference is : ߬ଵ = max(1,߱) , ߬ଶ = min (1,߱). 
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CASE [z=1 and ߱ = 1] 
 
The strategy is the same; we give the result of each step. 
Step 1 
Because of  ߬ଵ = ߬ଶ = 1  we have: 
 ܷ௞௜బା௡ = ܽ௞ାଵ݊ + ܾ௞ାଵ     (݇ ≥ 0,     ݊ = 1,2, … , ݅଴ − 1) 
Step 2 
    ܽ௞ାଵ = (ଵି௦)ൣ௎(ೖశభ)೔బି௎ೖ೔బ൧௜బ     (k>0) 
    ܾ௞ାଵ = (1 − ݏ)ܷ௞௜బ              (k>0) 
 
Step 3 
߮ଶ − ߠ߮ + 1 = 0    (߮ଵ > 1 > ߮ଶ > 0) 
 
    ߠ = 2 ቀ ௜బ
ଵି௦
+ 1 − ݅଴ቁ 
 
    ܷ௞௜బ = ܥଶ߮ଶ௞    (݇ ≥ 1),  
 
Step 4  
                           ܽଵ = (ଵି௦)௎೔బ௜బ ;    ܾଵ = 0 
Step 5 
    ܷ଴ = ܷ଴(1,1, ݏ) = ߮ଶ   
 
                                                     ܷ௞௜బ = ܷ௞௜బ(1,1, ݏ) = ଶ௜బఝమೖଵି௦    (݇ ≥ 1)  
 
Remark: The same result can be obtained by applying l’Hospital’s rule in the case 0<z<1 
 
Theorem 2 
The moment generating functions V for player B on the set {݇݅଴| ݇ ≥ 0} are:        
 
                                                     ௜ܸబ = ௎೔బିଵଵି௦  
  
                                         ௞ܸ௜బ = ௎ೖ೔బଵି௦     (݇ ≠ 1)                                                                                              
Proof 
We use the following notation: 
 ݌௜బ,௞௜బ[௑](௠)=P(player X arrives in ݇݅଴ in m steps before absorption has taken place, when starting in ݅଴). 
The difference of player A and B is the first step: player A starts at t=0 with probabilities p(1-s) and  
q(1-s), while B is starting with p an q. The difference is a factor (1-s).  
 





                                         ߜ(݇, 1)+(1 − ݏ)∑ ݌௜బ,௞௜బ[஻](௠)ݖ௠ =∞௠ୀଵ ߜ(݇, 1) + (1 − ݏ) ௞ܸ௜బ 




The moment generating functions W for player C on the set {݇݅଴| ݇ ≥ 0} are: 
 




   
  
                                                     ௜ܹబ(ݖ,߱, ݏ) = (ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ)௤௭(ఛమିఛభ)(ఛభ೔బାఛమ೔బିఝమ)    
 
                                                            ௞ܹ௜బ(ݖ,߱, ݏ) = (ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ)ఝమೖషభ௤(ଵି௦)௭(ఛమିఛభ)(ఛభ೔బାఛమ೔బିఝమ)    (݇ ≥ 2) 
 
where ߮ଵ,߮ଶ are solutions of  ߮ଶ − ߠ߮ + ߱௜బ = 0    (߮ଵ > 1 > ߮ଶ > 0) 
     ߠ = ߠ(ݖ,߱, ݏ) = ഓమ೔బషഓభ೔బభషೞ ିଶ௣௭(ఛమ೔బషభିఛభ೔బషభ)
௤௭(ఛమିఛభ)  
 
and ߬ଵ, ߬ଶ are solutions of  ݍݖ߬ଶ − ߬ + ݌ݖ = 0  (߬ଵ > 1 > ߬ଶ > 0) 
 
CASE [z=1 and ߱ ≠ 1]   ߬ଵ = max(1,߱) , ߬ଶ = min (1,߱). 
 
CASE  [ z=1 and ߱ = 1] ଴ܹ = ଵଶିఝమ  
 
    ௜ܹబ = ଶ௜బଶିఝమ  
 
                                                     ௞ܹ௜బ = ଶ௜బఝమೖషభ(ଵି௦)(ଶିఝమ)    (݇ ≥ 2) 
 
 ߮ଶ − ߠ߮ + 1 = 0    (߮ଵ > 1 > ߮ଶ > 0) 
 
    ߠ = ߠ(1,1, ݏ) = 2 ቀ ௜బ
ଵି௦
+ 1 − ݅଴ቁ  
Proof 
 
First we prove the results of CASE [0<z<1] in 8 steps: 
 
Step 1 
As in proof of theorem1: ௞ܹ௜బା௡ = ܽ௞ାଵ߬ଵ௡ + ܾ௞ାଵ߬ଶ௡       (݇ ≥ 0,     ݊ = 1,2, … , ݅଴ − 1) 
 
Step 2 
As in theorem 1, now with  ݇ ≥ 2  : 












The same result as in theorem 1, but now ݇ ≥ 2:   ௞ܹ௜బ = ܥଶ߮ଶ௞      





Our focus is the interval [0, ݅଴].      
                                                                   ଵܹ = ݍݖ ଶܹ;    ௜ܹబିଵ = ݌ݖ ௜ܹబିଶ + ݍݖ ௜ܹబ 
 





  ଴ܹ = ݍݖ ଵܹ 
 
     (߬ଶ௜బ − ߬ଵ௜బ) ଴ܹ =  ݍݖ(߬ଶ − ߬ଵ) ௜ܹబ 
Step 5 
Focus on [݅଴, 2݅଴]. 
௜ܹబାଵ = ݌ݖ ௜ܹబ + ݍݖ ௜ܹబାଶ      
                                                             ଶܹ௜బିଵ = ݌ݖ ଶܹ௜బିଶ + ݍݖ(1 − ݏ) ଶܹ௜బ      
 












This step uses the starting point:  
                     ௜ܹబ = 1 + ݌ݖ ௜ܹబିଵ + ݍݖ ௜ܹబାଵ      
 
                                                            ݍݖ(߬ଶ − ߬ଵ) ቂ(߬ଶ௜బ + ߬ଵ௜బ) ௜ܹబ − (1 − ݏ) ଶܹ௜బቃ = (߬ଶ௜బ − ߬ଵ௜బ) 
Step 7 
Connection in 2݅଴: 
ଶܹ௜బ = ݌ݖ ଶܹ௜బିଵ + ݍݖ ଶܹ௜బାଵ      
Using ߮ଶ − ߠ߮ + ߱௜బ = 0 we get: 
߱௜బ ௜ܹబ − (1 − ݏ)߮ଵ ଶܹ௜బ = 0 
Step 8 
Combining previous steps: 




   
  
                                                         ௜ܹబ = (ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ)௤௭(ఛమିఛభ)(ఛభ೔బାఛమ೔బିఝమ)    
 
                                                         ௞ܹ௜బ = (ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ)ఝమೖషభ௤(ଵି௦)௭(ఛమିఛభ)(ఛభ೔బାఛమ೔బିఝమ)    (݇ ≥ 2) 
  
CASE [z=1 and ߱ ≠ 1] 
We can follow the 8 steps above, the only difference is : ߬ଵ = max(1,߱) , ߬ଶ = min (1,߱). 
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CASE [z=1 and ߱ = 1] 
The strategy is the same; we give the result of each step. 
 
Step 1 
Because of  ߬ଵ = ߬ଶ = 1  we have: 
 ௞ܹ௜బା௡ = ܽ௞ାଵ݊ + ܾ௞ାଵ     (݇ ≥ 0,     ݊ = 1,2, … , ݅଴ − 1) 
Step 2 
    ܽ௞ାଵ = (ଵି௦)ൣௐ(ೖశభ)೔బିௐೖ೔బ൧௜బ      (k>1) 
    ܾ௞ାଵ = (1 − ݏ) ௞ܹ௜బ                (k>1) 
 
Step 3 
߮ଶ − ߠ߮ + 1 = 0    (߮ଵ > 1 > ߮ଶ > 0) 
 
    ߠ = 2 ቀ ௜బ
ଵି௦
+ 1 − ݅଴ቁ 
 
    ௞ܹ௜బ = ܥଶ߮ଶ௞    (݇ ≥ 1),  
 
 
Step 4  
                           ܽଵ = ௐ೔బ௜బ   ;    ܾଵ = 0 
 
Step 5                                         ܽଶ = ൣ(ଵି௦)ௐమ೔బିௐ೔బ൧௜బ   ;      ܾଶ = ௜ܹబ 
 
Step 6 2 ௜ܹబ − (1 − ݏ) ଶܹ௜బ = 2݅଴ 
Step 7  
௜ܹబ − (1 − ݏ)߮ଵ ଶܹ௜బ = 0 
 
Step 8 
    ଴ܹ = ଵଶିఝమ  
 
    ௜ܹబ = ଶ௜బଶିఝమ  
 
                                                     ௞ܹ௜బ = ଶ௜బఝమೖషభ(ଵି௦)(ଶିఝమ)    (݇ ≥ 2)  
 
 
Remark: Again the last results can be obtained by applying l’Hospital’s rule in the CASE [0<z<1]. 
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3. Absorption probabilities 
It is easy to obtain the absorption probabilities in the absorption barrier 0 and in the mfb’s. 
We use the following notation: ௑ܲ( ܻ) =P(absorption in state Y for player X). 
Theorem 4 
CASE ߱ ≠ 1 
Absorption probabilities player B: 
஻ܲ(0)= ଴ܸ(1,߱, ݏ) = ఠష೔బఝమଵି௦   
஻ܲ(݅଴)=ݏ ௜ܸబ(1,߱, ݏ)=ݏ ቂ௎೔బ(ଵ,ఠ,௦)ିଵଵି௦ ቃ=ቂ ௦ଵି௦ቃ ቂ(ఠష೔బିଵ)ఝమ(ଵି௦)(௤ି௣) − 1ቃ 
஻ܲ(݇݅଴) =ݏ ௞ܸ௜బ(1,߱, ݏ) = ௦(ఠష೔బିଵ)ఝమೖ(ଵି௦)మ(௤ି௣)    (݇ ≥ 2) 
 
   
Player C: 
஼ܲ(0) = ଴ܹ(1,߱, ݏ) = ଵଵାఠ೔బିఝమ  
஼ܲ(݇݅଴) =ݏ ௞ܹ௜బ(1,߱, ݏ) = ௦(ଵିఠ೔బ)ఝమೖషభ(ଵି௦)(௤ି௣)(ଵାఠ೔బିఝమ)    (݇ ≥ 2) 
 
 
CASE ߱ = 1 
Player B: 
஻ܲ(0) = ଴ܸ(1,1, ݏ) = ఝమଵି௦  
஻ܲ(݅଴) =ݏ ௜ܸబ(1,1, ݏ)=ݏ ቂ௎೔బ(ଵ,ఠ,௦)ିଵଵି௦ ቃ=ቂ ௦ଵି௦ቃ ቂଶ௜బఝమ(ଵି௦) − 1ቃ 
஻ܲ(݇݅଴) =ݏ ௞ܸ௜బ(1,1, ݏ) = ଶ௜బ௦ఝమೖ(ଵି௦)మ    (݇ ≥ 2) 
 
   
Player C: 
஼ܲ(0) = ଴ܹ(1,1, ݏ) = ଵଶିఝమ  
஼ܲ(݇݅଴) =ݏ ௞ܹ௜బ(1,1, ݏ) = ଶ௜బ௦ఝమೖషభ(ଵି௦)(ଶିఝమ)    (݇ ≥ 2) 
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We notice that there is a constant ratio between the B and C absorption probabilities: 
  
CASE ߱ ≠ 1 
             ஻ܲ(0) 
஼ܲ(0) = ஻ܲ(݇݅଴) ஼ܲ(݇݅଴) = ߮ଶ(1 + ߱௜బ − ߮ଶ)(1 − ݏ)߱௜బ < 1      (݇ ≥ 2) 
CASE ߱ = 1 
஻ܲ(0) 
஼ܲ(0) = ஻ܲ(݇݅଴) ஼ܲ(݇݅଴) = ߮ଶ(2 − ߮ଶ)(1 − ݏ) < 1      (݇ ≥ 2) 
                                
4. Mean absorption time 
 
4.1 Mean time before absorption in any mfb 
 
We define the mean time until absorption in any mfb for player X , when starting in i as: 
 
           ݉௜
[௑] = ∑ ∑ ݊݌௜,௞௜బ[௑](௡)ஶ௞ୀ଴ஶ௡ୀ଴ ݏ௞ 
 

















  ∑ ∑ (݊ − 1) ቂ݌݌௜ାଵ,௞௜బ[௑](௡ିଵ) + ݍ݌௜ିଵ,௞௜బ[௑](௡ିଵ)ቃஶ௞ୀ଴ஶ௡ୀଵ ݏ௞ + 1 =p݉௜ାଵ[௑] + ݍ݉௜ିଵ[௑] + 1 
 
Theorem 5 
The mean absorption time in any mfb for player A is: 
CASE  ߱ ≠ 1  
                                                     ݉௜బ
[஺] = ݅଴ (ଵି௦)௦ ൫1 −߮ଶ߱ି௜బ൯      
CASE ߱ = 1   
 ݉௜బ
[஺] = ݅଴ (ଵି௦)௦ (1 −߮ଶ)    
Proof 
CASE  ߱ ≠ 1 
 
Step 1 
We describe the behaviour of ݉௜
[஺] between the multiple function barriers:    ݉௞௜బା௡[஺] = ݌݉௞௜బା௡ାଵ[஺] + ݍ݉௞௜బା௡ିଵ[஺] + 1 
 
where at first glance ݇ ≥ 0,     ݊ = 2,3, … , ݅଴ − 2, but n=1 and n=݅଴ − 1 also satisfy the pattern. 
 
We get:    ݉௞௜బା௡
[஺] = ௡
௤ି௣
+ ߱ି௡ܽ௞ାଵ + ܾ௞ାଵ  (݇ ≥ 0, ݊ = 1,2, … , ݅଴ − 1) 




We express the constants of step 1 in the m values of the mfb’s. 
On the interval [݇݅଴, (݇+1)݅଴]  ,݇ ≥ 0  we have  
 
݉௞௜బାଵ
[஺] = ݌݉௞௜బାଶ[஺] + ݍ݉௞௜బ[஺] + 1 
 
                                                           ݉(௞ାଵ)௜బିଵ[஺] = ݌݉(௞ାଵ)௜బ[஺] + ݍ݉(௞ାଵ)௜బିଶ[஺] + 1 
 
                                                           ܽ௞ାଵ = ௠ೖ೔బ[ಲ] ି௠(ೖశభ)೔బ[ಲ] ି ೔బ೛ష೜ଵିఠష೔బ  
 
                                                           ܾ௞ାଵ = ௠(ೖశభ)೔బ[ಲ] ା ೔బ೛ష೜ିఠష೔బ௠ೖ೔బ[ಲ]ଵିఠష೔బ  
where ݉଴
[஺] = 0. 
 
Step 3: 
Focussing on the mfb in ݇݅଴ (݇ ≥ 1) we get: 
                                                          ݉௞௜బ
[஺] = ݌(1 − ݏ)݉௞௜బାଵ[஺] + ݍ(1 − ݏ)݉௞௜బିଵ[஺] + (1 − ݏ) 
 
and after some calculation: 
                                                          ߱௜బ݉(௞ାଵ)௜బ[஺] − ߠ݉௞௜బ[஺] + ݉(௞ିଵ)௜బ[஺] = ௜బ(ଵିఠ೔బ)௣ି௤     (݇ ≥ 1)    
 
so we have:                ݉௞௜బ[஺] = ݅଴ (ଵି௦)௦ + ܥଵ߮ଵି௞    (݇ ≥ 0),  
 
and, using ݉଴
[஺] = 0:                   ݉௜బ[஺] = ݅଴ (1 − ݏ)ݏ (1 −߮ଵିଵ)      
 
CASE  ߱ = 1 
 
The strategy is the same;  now starting with ݉௞௜బା௡
[஺] = ܽ௞ାଵ + ܾ݊௞ାଵ − ݊ଶ. 
 
Theorem 6 
The mean absorption time in any mfb for player B is: 
 ݉௜బ
[஻] = ݅଴൫1 −߮ଶ߱ି௜బ൯ 
Proof 
The only difference of player A and B is the first step: player A starts at t=0 with probabilities p(1-s) and 



















The mean absorption time in any mfb for player C is: 
CASE  ߱ ≠ 1  
               ݉௜0[஼] = ݅0 ൜ቀ1− ݏݏ ቁ൫1 −߮1ି1൯+ ൤1 −߱ି௜0݌ − ݍ ൨ൠ1 + ߱ି௜0 −߮1ି1  
   
CASE ߱ = 1  
݉௜0





CASE  ߱ ≠ 1 
 
Steps 1,2  as in theorem 5 
 
Step 3, now with ݇ ≥ 1:                 ݉௞௜0
[஼] = ݅0 ቀଵି௦௦ ቁ + ܥ1߮1ି௞    (݇ ≥ 1) 
 
Step 4                                              ݉௜0
[஼] = ݌݉௜0ା1[஼] + ݍ݉௜0ି1[஼] + 1              ݉2௜0[஼] − (1 + ߱ି௜0)݉௜0[஼] = ݅0(1− ߱ି௜0)ݍ − ݌  
and using the result of step 3 we get: 
               ݉௜0[஼] = ݅0 ൜ቀ1− ݏݏ ቁ൫1 −߮1ି1൯+ ൤1 −߱ି௜0݌ − ݍ ൨ൠ1 + ߱ି௜0 −߮1ି1  
 
CASE  ߱ = 1 
 
We give the results: 
Step 1                                            ݉௞௜0ା௡
[஼] = ܽ௞ା1 + ܾ݊௞ା1-݊2  (݇ ≥ 0) 
 
Step 2                  ܽ௞ା1 = ݉௞௜0[஼]   (݇ ≥ 0)      ܾ௞ା1 = ݅0 + ݉(௞ା1)௜0[஼] −݉௞௜0[஼]݅0     (݇ ≥ 0) 
 Step 3 
                                                      ݉(௞ା1)௜0[஼] − ߠ(1,1, ݏ)݉௞௜0[஼] + ݉(௞ି1)௜0[஺] = −2݅02    (݇ ≥ 1)    
 
                  ݉௞௜0
[஺] = ݅0 ቀଵି௦௦ ቁ + ܥ2߮1ି௞    (݇ ≥ 1) 
 
Step 4                                             ݉2௜0
[஼] − 2݉௜0[஼] = −2݅02 
 
݉௜0
[஼] = ݅0 ቂ2݅0 + ቀ1 − ݏݏ ቁ (1 −߮2)ቃ
2 − ߮2
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[௑]ቃ = mean time until absorption in mfb ݇݅0, player X, when starting in ݅0. 
 




. ݏ௞ = ݏ௞ . ൬݀ܯ௑݀ݖ ൰௭ୀ1 
where ݏ௞ is the (immediate) absorption probability in state ݇݅0 (݇ ≥ 0) and ܯ௑ is the moment generating 
function of player X. 

















We discuss the CASE ߱ ≠ 1. 
From theorems 1,2 and 3 we see that the mean time before absorption in the case ߱ ≠ 1 is closely related 
to differentiating the function ߮2. 
 




= (−1)௜ℎ(ݖ)ݖି1߬௜  (i=1,2)   
 






ℎ(1) = 1|௣ି௤|. 
 












  (i=1,2)   
with                    
     ߠ(ݖ,߱, ݏ) = ഓ2೔0షഓ1೔01షೞ ି2௣௭(ఛ2೔0ష1ିఛ1೔0ష1)
௤௭(ఛ2ିఛ1)    
 
 and    (ௗఏ
ௗ௭
)௭ୀ1 = 4௣௤ఏ(1,ఠ,௦)ି೔0(1శഘ೔0)1షೞ ା2௣ൣ(௣ି௤)(ଵିఠ೔0ష1)ା(௜0ି1)(1ାఠ೔0ష1)൧(௣ି௤)2  
 




= (−1)௜ ቂ ఝ೔
ఝమିఝభ
ቃ ቎ ସ௣௤ఏ(ଵ,ఠ,௦)ି೔బ(భశഘ೔బ)భషೞ ାଶ௣ൣ(௣ି௤)(ଵିఠ೔బషభ)ା(௜బିଵ)(ଵାఠ೔బషభ)൧(௣ି௤)మ ቏  (i=1,2)  





In this appendix we study two special cases: s=0 and s=1. 
 
A1. The case s=0 
 
There are no mfb’s. Player’s A,B and C now have the same strategy: play until ruin. 
If s=0 then ߮ଵ = max൫1,߱௜బ൯ ,߮ଶ = min൫1,߱௜బ൯  . 
Using theorem 4, we get: 
஺ܲ,஻,஼(0) = ߱ି௜బ߮ଶ = ൜ 1     ݂݅ ߱ ≤ 1߱ି௜బ ݂݅ ߱ > 1 
Using theorem 8: 
݉଴








   ݂݅ ߱ ≤ 1
݅଴
݌ − ݍ
 ݂݅ ߱ > 1  
(well known results, see [1]). 
 
A2. The case s=1 
 
Player B 
Now we can’t use player A as a reference. 
We first calculate the moment generating function V on (0, ݅଴) when starting in ݅଴ − 1: 
 
௡ܸ = (߬ଶ௡ − ߬ଵ௡)
ݍݖ(߬ଶ௜బ − ߬ଵ௜బ) ;  ଴ܸ = ݍݖ ଵܸ = ߬ଶ − ߬ଵ(߬ଶ௜బ − ߬ଵ௜బ) ;  ௜ܸబ = ݌ݖ ௜ܸబିଵ = ߱(߬ଶ௜బିଵ − ߬ଵ௜బିଵ)(߬ଶ௜బ − ߬ଵ௜బ)  
 
Next the calculate V on (݅଴,2݅଴)  when starting in ݅଴ + 1 : 
    ௜ܸబା௡ = (ఛభ೙ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బఛమ೙)௣௭(ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ)   (0 < ݊ < ݅଴);  ଶܸ௜బ = ݌ݖ ଶܸ௜బିଵ = ఠ೔బషభ(ఛమିఛభ)(ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ) ;  ௜ܸబ = ݍݖ ௜ܸబାଵ = (ఛమ೔బషభିఛభ೔బషభ)(ఛమ೔బିఛభ೔బ)  
 
Absorption in 0 can only be obtained by moving one step backward on t=0, so we have: 
 
݌଴
[஻] = ݍ ଴ܸ(1) = ݍ − ݌1 − ߱௜బ 
݌௜బ
[஻] = ݍ൫݌ ௜ܸబିଵ൯ + ݌൫ݍ ௜ܸబାଵ൯ = 2݌(1 −߱௜బିଵ)(1 −߱௜బ)  
݌ଶ௜బ
[஻] = ݌ ଶܸ௜బିଵ(1) = (ݍ − ݌)߱௜బ1 −߱௜బ  
If ߱ = 1 then: 
݌଴
[஻] = ݌ଶ௜బ[஻] = 12݅଴ 
  
݌௜బ













[஻] = ݌݉௜బାଵ∗[஻] + ݍ݉௜బିଵ∗[஻] + 1 = 1 + ݌ ቂ ଵ௤ି௣ + ௜బ௣(ଵିఠష೔బ)ቃ + ݍ ቂ ଵ௣ି௤ + ௜బ௤(ଵିఠ೔బ)ቃ = ݅଴ 
 
We define ௜ܶ,௝[஻] as the time needed for player B for absorption in state j, when starting in i. 
We have: 
ܧ[ ௜ܶబ,଴[஻]] = ෍݊݌௜బ,଴(௡) =෍(݊ − 1)݌௜బ,଴(௡) + ෍݌௜బ,଴(௡) =෍(݊ − 1)ݍ݌௜బିଵ,଴(௡ିଵ) + ෍݌௜బ,଴(௡) = ݍܧ[ ௜ܶబିଵ,଴[஻] ] + ݌଴[஻] 
 
where     ܧ[ ௜ܶబିଵ,଴[஻] ] = ቀௗ௏బௗ௭ ቁ௭ୀଵ 
so: 
 ܧ[ ௜ܶబ,଴[஻]] = ଵ(௤ି௣)(ఠ೔బିଵ) + ௜బ(ఠ೔బାଵ)(ఠ೔బିଵ)మ +݌଴[஻] 
 
ܧ[ ௜ܶబ,ଶ௜బ[஻] ] = ߱௜బ ቈ 1(ݍ − ݌)(߱௜బ − 1) + ݅଴(߱௜బ + 1)(߱௜బ − 1)ଶ ቉+݌ଶ௜బ[஻] 
 
ܧ[ ௜ܶబ,௜బ[஻] ] = −ቈ 2݌(߱௜బିଵ + 1)(ݍ − ݌)(߱௜బ − 1) + 4݅଴߱௜బ)(߱௜బ − 1)ଶ቉+݌௜బ[஻] 
 




Using the same methods as in our main paper: 
݌଴
[஼] = 1(1 + ߱௜బ) 
 
݌ଶ௜బ
[஼] = ߱௜బ(1 + ߱௜బ) 
             ݉௜బ[஼] = ݅଴(1 −߱௜బ)(ݍ − ݌)(1 + ߱௜బ) 
                   ܧ ቂ ଴ܶ[஼]ቃ = ݅଴(1 − ߱௜బ)(ݍ − ݌)(1 + ߱௜బ)ଶ 
                ܧ ቂ ଶܶ௜బ[஼]ቃ = ݅଴(1 −߱௜బ)߱௜బ(ݍ − ݌)(1 + ߱௜బ)ଶ 
 
We can simply verify that                    ݉௜బ[஼] = ܧ ቂ ଴ܶ[஼]ቃ+ ܧ ቂ ଶܶ௜బ[஼]ቃ 
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